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Dalle origini agli sviluppi contemporanei, Roma, Carocci, 2015 (second edition 2017), 356
pages 
1 In February 1907 Giovanni Papini wrote on Leonardo that “Pragmatism” did not exist;
there were “only pragmatist theories and more or less pragmatist thinkers.” Rather than “a
nice  system  born  out  of  the  brain  of  a  single  philosopher”  or  of  “an  homogeneous
school,” pragmatism was “a coalition of theories of various origins and nature.” The rich
pragmatist genealogy offered by Il pragmatismo. Dalle origini agli sviluppi contemporanei,
edited  by  Rosa  M. Calcaterra,  Giovanni  Maddalena  and  Giancarlo  Marchetti,  gathers
together,   as  did   the   Florentine  periodical   in   its  days,   the  most  diverse   forms  of
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under  consideration  inflected  pragmatist  themes  and  doctrines.  Thus,  the  pragmatic
maxim, anti-foundationalism, fallibilism, the idea of the continuity between knowledge
and reality, the conception of knowledge as an instrument for transforming reality, the




3 Il Pragmatismo provides important contributions on individual thinkers; yet, because of
its emphasis on “family resemblances” and cross-references between chapters, it also
lends   itself   to   transversal   readings,   functioning   as   an   encyclopedia  of  pragmatist
themes, sensibilities, and attitudes. For example, readers interested in the centrality of
notions  of  creativity  to  pragmatism  can  follow  a  path  that  begins  with  Anna  Maria
Nieddu’s thoughts on Emersonian creativity and ends with Roberto Gronda’s and Sarin
Marchetti’s   reflections   on   the   semantic,   epistemic,   and   aesthetic   conceptions   of
creativity articulated by Richard Bernstein, John McDermott, Joseph Margolis, Cornel
West, Susan Haack, Robert Brandom, and Richard Shusterman. Along the way they will







philosophers  of  science.  Massimo  Ferrari,  Rosa  M. Calcaterra,  Roberto  Frega,  Guido
Baggio,  and  Giancarlo  Marchetti  explore  the  links  between  James’s,  Dewey’s,  Mead’s,
and Putnam’s pragmatism and specific aspects of physiologically-oriented functionalist
psychology   (including   James’s   and   Dewey’s   psychologies),   Wilhelm   Wundt’s
psychological theory of language production, and behaviorism, a theme also prominent
in   Paolo   Valore’s   essay   on   Quine.   Anna   Boncompagni   examines   Sydney   Hook’s
extension  of  naturalism  and  of  “the  scientific  method”  from  the  natural  sciences  to
“ethics, the social sciences, and the political life,” while Andrea Tortoreto sheds light
on Sellars’ distinction between “manifest” and “scientific” images of man. Historians of
mathematics  will   appreciate  Giovanni  Maddalena’s   sharp   analysis  of   the  different
stages of the development of Peirce’s thoughts on continuity (a topic Maddalena has
explored  extensively  elsewhere)  and  his  ability  to  show  how  the  various  “blocks  of







historiographical  principles  underlying  their  work  –  such  as,  with  a   few   important
exceptions,   the   emphasis  on   the   “idea”  of  practice   rather   than  on   the  historical
reconstruction of specific practices carried out by the historical actors, or the focus on
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purposes,   including  especially  that  of  demonstrating  the  philosophical  relevance  of
pragmatism   today.  Nevertheless,   the  authors  explicitly  acknowledge   that  “deciding
who  or  what  one   should   include   into   the  history  of  pragmatism   is   […]  a  way  of







in   early  works  by   James,   including  pages   that   subsequently   James  built   into   The
Principles  of  Psychology and  the  seminal  essay  “The  Sentiment  of  Rationality,”  which
James started composing as early as 1879. In that essay James contended that the most
important feature of a philosophical conception consists in its practical consequences,
especially   its  ability   to  “banish  uncertainty   from   the   future.”  Ferrari   sees   in   that




Peirce   and   resumed  by   James   only   in   1898.  Rosa  M. Calcaterra,   one   of   the  most
interesting   interpreters  of  Rortian  philosophy   today,   succeeds  both   in  providing  a
historically  credible  portrait  of  Rorty,  a  figure  often  caricaturized  by  contemporary
philosophers,   and   in   offering   a  novel   reading   of   controversial   aspects   of  Rorty’s
thought  –  such  as  his  notions  of  “human  conversation”  and  of  solidarity  –,  thereby
rescuing   them   from   traditional   “hasty   readings”   that   have   compromised   their
philosophical serviceability. 
7 The   authors   do   not   evade   the   philosophical   task   of   subjecting   various   kinds   of
philosophical  claims   to  critical  assessment;  however,   they  resist   the   temptation  of
dividing the pragmatists in “good” and “bad” – a temptation which, in contrast, has led
other philosophers to discredit certain varieties of pragmatism and to restrict the use
of  the  term  so  as  to  exclude  from  the  pragmatist  canon  Rorty  and  much  of  James’s
thought. 




preferred   forms   of   incomplete   unity   that   emerged   “piecemeal”   in   the   course   of






its  authors,  to  experience  through  this  collective  work  a  different  way  of  writing  a
philosophical history of pragmatism. 
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